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Abstract
/1

Theseasonal intensity of wind-induced coastal upwelling in the western Indian Ocean is
investigated. The upwelling off Northeast Somalia stands out as the dominant upwelling
feature in the region, producing by far the strongest seasonal upwelling pulse that exists
as a; regular feature in any ocean on our planet. It is surmised that the productive pelagic
fish habitat off Southwest India may owe its particularly favorable attributes to coastal
trapped wave propagation originating ina region of very strong wind-driven offshore trans
port near the southern extremity of the Indian Subcontinent. Effects of relatively mild
austral summer upwelling that occurs in certain coastal ecosystems of the southern hemi
sphere may be suppressed by the effects of intense onshore transport impacting these
areas during the opposite (SW Monsoon) period. An explanation for the extreme paucity
of fish landings, as well as for the unusually high production of oceanic (tuna) fisheries
relative to coastal fisheries, is sought in the extremely dissipative nature of the physical
systems of the region. In this respect, it appears that the Gulf of Aden and some areas
within the Mozambique Channel could act as important retention areas and sources of
"seei6stock" for maintenance of the function and dillersitv of the lamer reoional biolooical

, !I
ecosystems.
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Introduction

The western Indian Ocean is the site of some of the most dynamically varying-.
large marine ecosystems (LMEs) that exist on our planet. The Somali Current
develops during the Southwest Monsoon to become the fastest open-ocean
current in the world. The coastal upwelling thatoccurs along the Eastern Africa: .
coast during the intensified phase of the Somali Current constitutes the most
intense large-scale seasonal coastal upwelling system in the world; Other
nearby regions are also strongly influenced by the annually reversing monsoon
regime. This region is dearly unique in the world's oceans. However, in many"
ways, the region is also uniquely puzzling. For one thing, the coastal fish ;~.

production seems positively minuscule for such a large area of ocean. The .~

coastal fishery yield along the entire western boundary of the Indian Ocean, r
;,\-

including the various island states of the western half of that ocean, represents
far less than 1% of the global landings (l). Despite this, most fish stocks of the
region are considered to be fully exploited or overexploited (I).

Moreover, in most LMEs of the world, the coastal fisheries production far
outweighs the production from oceanic species such as tunas, generally consti
tuting 90% to 95% of the total landings. But for the area of the southwestern
Indian Ocean, the tonnage contributions of coastal and oceanic fisheries are
approximately equal. The Indian Ocean continental shelf of Africa is relatively
narrow, and this might provide some explanation for the low coastal landings.
However, the disparity in continental shelf area compared with other ocean
regions would appear to be far less drastic than would be necessary to ade-

•quately explain the anomalies in fish production.
Although the coastal fisheries are harvested mostly by the local countries,

the more lucrative oceanic fisheries are harvested principally by distant water
fishing fleets from Europe and eastern Asia. Even so, and despite the low
coastal landings, fishing and its associated economic activities are often ex
tremely important to local economies. In some southwestern Indian Ocean
countries, fish are nearly the sole source of animal protein available to the local
populations. Moreover, in a region faced with severe scarcities of foreign
exchange, exports of fishery products represent vital sources of exchangeable
earnings.

The Small Pelagics Puzzle

One particularly puzzling aspect of the region concerns the apparent low
abundance of small coastal pelagic fishes. Fisheries on small pelagicfishes, such
as anchovies and sardines and their tropical analogues (sardinellas, thread
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herrings, etc.), are by far the most productive class of fisheries-in the-world;
contributing nearly one-half of total global landings. However; in the south
western Indian Ocean, the estimated catch of small pe1agics is' only about

: 27,000metric tons, compared with the total catch ofmore'than500,000 metric
tons (2). Thus, the region is notable both for its bounty oflarge pe1agic oceanic
fish and for its dearth of the Customarily much more abundant small coastal
pelagics.

Although small pelagics in most parts of the world are used mainly to
produce fish meal for animal feeds, they are highly desirable traditional human

. food items in parts of Africa. For example, in recent years Nigeria and other
West African countries have imported substantial quantities of frozen small
pelagics from Europe and South America to be used for direct human con
sUffiBtion. Thus, there is potential for an international market for small pelagic
fishesharvested in the southwestern Indian Ocean, if resource availability and
economic factors were favorable. Thus, development of fisheries on stocks of

I

small'pelagics might conceivably form a basis for increased employment, food
for the local population, and foreign exchange earnings in a region in need of
allof'these.

B~ that as it may, conventional wisdom holds that small pelagics are, for
somejreason, not abundant in this region. For example, a number of acoustic
surveys by the Norwegian fisheries research vessel Fridtjoj Nansen during the
decade of the 1980s did not locate the sorts of major fishable concentrations of
smalllcoastal pelagics that would suggest a potential for viable commercial
industrial fisheries in the region (3). However, there does seem to be some
possibilitythat significant concentrations of small pelagics might occur in wa
ters t60 shallow for the large survey vessel to operate or that the surveys might
have coincided with some seasonal or interannual minima in abundance. Ardill
md Sanders (2) indicated the following potential yields ofsmall coastal pelagic
ash within the exclusive economic zones of various countries in the region:
Mozambique (75,000 metric tons), Madagascar (50,000 metric tons), Tanzania
(20,000 metric tons), Somalia (75,000 metric tons), Seychelles (115,000 metric
tons), and Mauritius (20,000 metric tons).

In most marine ecosystems, the midlevel ofthe trophic system is dominated
rya very small number of small plankton-feeding pelagic fish (or krill) species
.hat attain very large biomass. This midlevel has been called the "wasp waist"
ofthe ecosystem (4; J. Rice, personal communication) because of the con
;trieted numbers of species compared with the much more speciose upper
'larger predatory fishes, coelenterates, seabirds, marine mammals, etc.) and
ower(planktonic) trophic levels. Modeling studies have shown that variability
n the trophic dynamics of these ecosystems may be largely dominated by

"1
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variations in these midtrophic level wasp-waistpopulations (5). Typically; the;
populations of small pelagic planktivores vary radicallyin, size, possibly in
direct response to fluctuations in ocean conditions.and these variations may
have major effectson the trophic levelsabove;whichdepend.on,thewasp~waist
populations as their major food source and also on the, trophic levels below
which are fed upon by the variable, but massive, wasp-waist populations. Thus,
if there are no substantial small pelagic wasp-waist components in the coastal
ecosystems of the southwestern Indian Ocean, intriguing scientific questions
arise as to how the trophic systems operate without them and why, in doing so;
they operate so differently from most other LMEs of the world.

AComparative Climatologic Approach

To attempt to shed some light on the above issues, we apply the comparative
method, a methodology to which the LME framework appears to be particu
larly well suited (6). Mayr (7) called the comparative method and the better
known experimental method "the two great methods of science." The com
parative method is the method of choice whenever circumstances make it
impractical to control experimental conditions. Mayr noted that the compara
tive method has been responsible for "nearly all the revolutionary advances
in evolutionary biology" (an area of science where the time scales tend to
preclude experimental controls). In the case of LMEs, the large spatial scales
of the relevant processes, the lack of control of the ocean-atmosphere system,
and the inability to maintain the integrity of an experimented volume of water
without somehow artificially containing it generally combine to rule out
realistic controlled experiments. The comparative approach is an available
alternative.

Over the past two decades, a group of informative climatologic studies of
various LME-scalefish reproductive habitats has been performed using a con
sistent set of methodologies (6,8-13). The basic data in these studies have been
the maritime weather reports routinely logged by ships at sea and later assem
bled by national and international meteorologic agencies. Recently, a new
global file of these data, called the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set
(COADS), has been collected, quality controlled, and put into common for
mats and units (14), and a convenient CD-ROM version of this data file, with
extraction and summary software, has been developed by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Adrninistration/ORSTOM/ICLARM CEOS project (15).
These data form the basis for the quantitative aspects of the comparative study
presented here. Initially, we use them to inventory the wind-induced coastal
upwelling systems of the western Indian Ocean.



Upwelling Systems of the Western Indian Ocean
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It is clear that th~ major "classic" coastal upwelling systems of the world's

oceans are primarilywind driven (16). In these areas, the stress that the wind
exerts oh the sea stirfacetends to be oriented such as to transport surface water
away from the coast. The resulting loss of water next to the coast is compen
sated by upward movement of water to the surface from deeper layers. This
upweIling of subsurface waters into the surface zone brings with it subsurface
water properties, nearly always yielding cooler surface-water temperatures in
the upwelling zone than in other nearby areas.

Most importantly, the upwelling brings influxes ofdissolved plant nutrients
from the subsurface nutrient pool into the illwninated surface layers. As a
result, coastal upwelling regions represent some ofthe most productive regions
of the world's oceans (17). They are characterized by massive populations of
small pelagic fishes such as sardines, anchovies, or their tropical counterparts.
For example, in the late 1960s, a single fish species, the anchoveta iBngraulisr
ringens), exploited by a single country, Peru, produced more total tonnage of
fish than all other fish stocks exploited by all other countries of North and
South America combined.

Here we adopt the same methods for indicating seasonal levels ofupwelling
intensity that were used in the group of studies cited in the previous section.
Initially, charts ofwind stress and sea temperatures (l8-20) and satellite infra
red temperature and chlorophyll pigment imagery were examined to select
potential upwelling sites for more quantitative investigation (sites so selected
are shown in Fig 6-1).

During the development of the caADS data set by NCAR, computations
were made of the smoothed lower and upper median deviation around the
smoothed mean on the basis of2-degree aerial quadrangles and a monthly time
step. These means and limits are used to create trimming bounds for the
variables to screen out highly suspect data values. In this study, we choose to
use only wind observations that are within a range defined by the monthly
means plus or minus 3.5 times the SD.

For estimating the stress of the wind on the sea surface, we follow the
procedures established by Bakun et al (11). An estimate of the stress is formed
from each individual wind report according to

T = pGa Iv Iv, (1)

where r represents the stress vector, p is the density ofair (considered constant
at 0.00122 g/cm:"), CD is an empirical drag coefficient (considered constant at
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Figure 6·1. Geographic areas within which sea surface stress computations based on available
surface wind reports have been pooled to produce long-term composite monthly coastal
upwelling indices and "w3" wind-induced turbulent mixing indices.

0.0013), Iv , is the scalar wind speed, and v is the vector wind velocity. The
estimates of the wind stress available within each of the areas indicated in
Figure 6-1 for each calendar month were then averaged by component (vector
averaged).

On the seasonal time scales being addressed, the drift of waters at the sea
surface under the direct action of the wind stress is satisfactorily characterized
by the simplified idealization known as Ekman transport (21). The net Ekman
transport, E, integrated over the layer of some several tens of meters beneath
the sea surface in which it occurs, is given by
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. 'T
E= kx-" ,'t,.'

(2)

1 ..' ~ .: "" ';

Jhere k is"a unit" veCtofdirecte'd' ~eitically' upward, X denotes the vector
(tcross") produCf;T is thewindstress vector, and I is the Coriolis parameter
if= 2 w sin 4>),where w is the.angular velocity of the earth's rotation and lis
the latitude (negative degrees in the southern hemisphere). Net Ekman trans
port is thus directed perpendicularly to the right of the wind stress in the
riorthem hemisphere and to the left of the wind stress in the southern hemi
sphere. Note that because the function oflatitude is in the denominator of the
expression, the Ekman transport corresponding to a given wind stress value
increases very rapidly as distance to the equator becomes small.
[ Finally, the component of the Ekman transport directed perpendicularly

6ffshore is resolved relative to the general coastal trend (on the size scale of the
summary area). This represents a quantitative index (which we refer to as the
coastal upwelling index [CUI]) by means of which levels of wind-driven up-
1

welling intensity may be compared among different seasonal periods and
1
among various upwelling sites.
I
{

Somali Coastal Upwelling
~

When these methods are applied to the western Indian Ocean, they yield
~triking confirmation of the remarkable strength of the coastal upwelling that
~ccurs off the eastern coast of Somalia during the Southwest Monsoon. It
~ppears to be by far the most intense seasonal-scale upwelling occurring in the
\world. The wind-induced upwelling component (Fig 6-2a) from June to Au
gust appears to be far stronger than occurs in the zones of most intense
hpwelling of the classiceastern ocean coastal upwelling zones (Fig 6-2, b, c, d,
I
land e), in fact, six times stronger than the seasonal maximum near Luderitz,
Namibia (Fig 6-2d), which is considered to be the most intense of the eastern
ioceanupwelling systems (6).
"

The driving force behind this exceptional upwelling is a tropospheric wind
[current called the Findlater Jet. The Findlater Jet is the strongest low level
latmospheric jet that exists as a regular feature anywhere in the world (22) r

land is a reaction to the steep surface atmospheric pressure gradient resulting
1
[from the extreme temperature contrast existing between the intensely heated
lAsian continental land surface and the cooler sea surface of the Indian Ocean.
!,
[The jet extends northwestward from the coast of Somalia to cut diagonally
lacross the Arabian Sea, where the shear zone along the northern side of the
ljet exerts intense cyclonic wind stress curl (18) on the sea surface which in
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Figure 6-2. Long-term composite seasonal cycles ofcomputed indices ofwind-induced coastal
upwelling in the upwelling maximum zones ofvarious regions (Tsec-' m-1): (a) off Somalia
(see Fig 6-1, area A); (b) off Cape Mendicino, California (California Current); (c) offSan
Juan, Peru (Peru Current); (d) off Liideritz, Namibia (Benguela Current); (e) offCap Blanc,
Mauritania (Canary Current); (f) off Oman (see Fig 6-1, area B); (g) atthe stress maximum in
the Findlater Jet east of Socotra (see Fig 6-1, area C).

turn drives an additional very energetic component of « open ocean upwelling"
(23), extending from the African coast toward the far northern reaches ofthe
Arabian Sea.

Upwelling off Oman

The extension of the Findlater Jet into the northern part of the Arabian Sea
influences the coastal region of the Arabian Peninsula. Although the mean
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" .

position of axisofthe jet is located some 500 km off the Omani coast;substan-
tial windlevd~assodatedwith the fea1:~e' do extend to the continental bound
larywhe~~ theypr6cffit~',~~li;~tialoffsl1or~Ekman transport (Fig 6-2f) and
tkssociatea' co'astal upw~rurig:; Although less than one-third the. intensity level
Ipharacteryzing the.core'of the-Somalicoastalupwelling, this is still substantially
l~arger inma:xinium seasonal magnitude than in any of the well-known eastern
!6cean upwelling areas (see Fig 6-2, b, c, d, and e).
:n
jt Moreover, if one adds the contribution of the upwelling produced by the
'wind stress curl resulting from the shear zone on the near side of the Findlater
Jet, one computes a total volume of upwelling, averaged over the zone extend
;ing 500 km seaward from the coast, that is nearly as large (Fig 6-2g) as that off
l~e Somali coastal upwelling core itself (see Fig6-2a). Accordingly, the picture
!emerges here of a SOO-km wide zone of substantial upwellingintensity extend
ibg out into the Arabian Seaalong its northwestern boundary. This zone stands
I~ut as a particularly str~g feature of global-scale comp~site ocean color
l!lll1ages from space (24), which clearlyshow the unusually WIde bands of very rI1 r

l~igh surface chlorophyll pigment concentration in the northwestern Arabian
ISea.

I~alabar Coast (Southwest India)
1I
11
IIUpwelling off southwestern India, as indicated by rapid upward movement of
lasotherms (25), surface cooling (19), and depression of coastal sea level (26),
lloccurs during the summer monsoon months from Mayto September (27). But
Irather than being alongshore and equatorward, as are the winds in most
l[upwelling zones situated on eastern ocean boundaries, the summer monsoon
jwinds off southwestern India blow almost directly onshore (19). However,
!~athew (28) noted that near the coast there generally exists an equatorward
l[component of wind stress (and therefore an offshore component of surface
IIEkman transport) throughout the year.
~i Our computations from the COADS data do indicate an average compo
ment of rather moderate offshore Ekman transport existing throughout the
llrear (Fig6-3a). But this does not explain very well the well-defined seasonality
llin the observed in situ evidenceof active upwelling.Banse (27) and Longhurst
~ i

jland Wooster (26) suggest that these may result from upwarping of density
'i~lsUrfaces in the clockwise gyre circulation that characterizes the Southwestern
IMonsoon in the Arabian Sea; that is, an effectof basin-wide wind forcing rather
llthanlocal wind forcing.
I1 However, if one examines the wind-driven offshore transport off Cape
IICormoran, at the southern extremity of the Indian subcontinent, another
i:
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Figure 6-3. Long-term composite seasonal cycles of computed indices ofwind-induced coastal
upwelling (Tsec-' m-1) : (a) offthe Malabar Coast (see Fig 6-1, area D); (b) offCape Cormoran
(see Fig 6-1, area E); (c) offthe southern coast ofthe Gulf of Aden (see Fig 6-1, area F).
Because the summary area spans the entire width of the GUlf, c applies equally well to the
northern coast but in the opposite sense (l.e., negative values and downward bars indicate
upwelling on the northern coast and positive values indicate coastal convergence).
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explanation presents itself. Here, the strong westerly monsoon winds are tan
gential to the landmass and drive a very strong offshore Ekman transport (Fig
6-3b) that is in fact more than twice as large at peak seasonal intensity as in the
strongest of the classic eastern ocean upwelling systems (see Fig 6-2, b, c, d, and
e). This strong upwelling signal would tend to propagate northwestward along
the Indian coast via the coastally trapped wave mechanism (a simple diagram
matic explanation of this mechanism is presented in Bakun [4]). Thus, coastal
trapped-wave propagation ofthe wind-forced upwelling signal offthe southern
extremity of the Indian landmass could account very well for the observed
upwelling seasonality off the Malabar Coast. In such a case, when seeking an
index of interannual variability in upwelling in this area, one should perhaps
look at the coastal upwelling index off Cape Cormoran (see Fig 6-1, area E),
which would depend on the general strength of the monsoon westerlies rather
than that offthe Malabar Coast itself (see Fig 6-1, area D), which would depend
more on slight differences in the angle the westerlies might make with the
large-scale coastline trend.

Coastal Upwelling Within the Gulf of Aden

Inside the Gulf ofAden, the wind is easterly (from the mouth toward the head
of the Gulf) for most of the year (18). This produces offshore Ekman transport,
favorable for coastal upwelling (Fig 6-3c), off the southern (Somalia) coast of
the Gulf. However, during the Southwest Monsoon, the prevailing wind turns
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!' •

around' to ~lowfr-6!nth~'~buthwest: Acc'or<Ul1gIy, during June, Iuly.and.Au
gust, the. WiIl4jd.tiYen -,EItIh~}r~sp()rtis\~r~fted toward the southern' coast
and awaY·Jrdt'n·,ih.~ni)l;lli?riJ:;~cb~{r.:&~~;e;quehtly, during boreal summer; the
dbastalupw'dllilil~hifts(fKth~ ri~fth~~"to'~st Of the Gulf, whereas the southern

. c~ast becom~~'a'~onedV6asta{co'rivetg~n<ie" .
I1 ' .: ,;' .......,',,>.' .... >" .cC;

Madagascar
iI

II
the upwelling zones of the southern hemisphere areas of the western Indian
Ocean are much less well known. Here, although we are able to compute a
coastal upwelling index from surface wind data collected from logs of ships
*ansiting the region, we have little corroboration in subsurface studies. Thus,
~ur results are largely limited to describing the potential for upwelling that is
fuherent in the climatologic wind patterns. Thus, inferences as to the actual
Jpwelling that may occur in response to these patterns should, at this point, be
~~garded as hypothetical.
11 Off the southern coast of the island of Madagascar, the easterly (westward)
trade winds blow tangentially to the coast in an appropriate directional sense

11

for producing offshore-directed Ekman transport. CUI computations (Fig
1I

~-4a) confirm the existence of substantial offshore Ekman transport through-
9ut the year, with a peak in late Austral winter. This is borne out by our
~xaminationof satellite sea temperature images, in which zones oflowered sea
Jbrface temperature often tend to be located adjacent to this stretch of coast.
I1 .
These zones at times take the form of plumelike shapes, which may extend
from the southwestern "corner" of the island near Fort-Dauphin or from the
~cinity of Cap Ste. Marie at the island's southernmost extremity.
11 Another zone ofpotential coastal upwelling off Madagascar is off the north
~estern "corner" of the island, along the Mozambique Channel south of Cap
St. Andre (see Fig 6-1, area H). Here, significant offshore-directed Ekman
hansport (Fig 6-4b) occurs during the months of northward-directed winds
related to the Southwest Monsoon. However, when one examines satellite
fmagery for these months, the surface of the Mozambique Channel stands out
16·a particularly warm area, exhibiting little evidence of the coastal cooling that
~ould signal substantial coastal upwelling. Thus, the actual upwelling situation
• 1

in this location is unclear (at least to us).
i!
11 Likewise, an area off northern Madagascar (see Fig 6-1, area I), just to the
~est of the northern extremity of the island, has appeared in satellite imagery
!~ an area of substantial sea-surface chlorophyll pigment. However, our coastal
!hpwelling index computations produced little indication of substantial persis
j~ent offshore Ekman transport (Fig6-4c), although the data density in this area

i!

, .
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wasverylow (accounting for the very"noisy" seasonalpr0gresslondnFig6~4c);
HoWever, during the Southwest Monsoon, strong~d$'<~Q~s'w:e,'~northem
peninsula of the island to blow directly offshore (18~. tt se~ms~,p'ossibie;at 'this
low latitude location, that the Coriolis constraint rttay. ~e.w~ak enough Jar
short, intense wind bursts to transport sufficiertfi4uahtiti~s of.surface-water
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Figure 6·4. Long-term composite seasonal cycles of computed indices ofwind-induced coastal
upwel/ing (T sec-: m-1) atseveral locations on the coast of Madagascar: (a) off the southern
coast (see Fig 6-1, area G); (b) near Cap St. Andre (see Fig 6-1, area H); (c) off the far
northwestern coast (see Fig 6-1, area I); and at intervals along the African coast south of the
equator; (d) offTanzania (see Fig 6-1, area J); (e) off northern Mozambique (see Fig 6-1, area
K); (f) off the Sofala Bank (see Fig 6-1, area L); (g) off Maputo Bay (see Fig 6-1, area M);
(h) off the Natal coast (30 to 33°S).
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directly downWin4~d"dffshpietb cau~e.significant upwelling at the: coast;

~uch a~p~#d.~~~~p··i~~:6~~~~~1'~~:~~%,latitudes in the Gulfs of Tehuan
tepee ~4~,rapagaY~';9f:t~';V~~Ji;~~:~e#tt~;:~etica (29,30).

f-l '5;~j> .. -.;?"<:~ ,', t~~: {~"f..<·;t:·:/: .:.'-, ~":~":'.?"~::~~;'~~_;- ;,- ;" -~::tli·' ~., \,.~...~{ !'~!:"

Tanzaniaand'N()rttrefn'iMpia:rj1bi~q l.ie/.; /i,;< ..•.
11,::,:;:'.:'" '-:.:.: A:("<~',:~ ""~,':

~uring the'Southwest Monsoon, the winds exert a generally northward stress
~ver nearly the entire surface area of the western Indian Ocean. However,
!l . "
during the Northeast Monsoon, which occurs during the boreal winter half of
the year, the wind pattern north of about 10°5 latitude reverses to exert gen
erally southward stress on the ocean surface. Along the African east coast, the
area of reversal extends even further south, to about 15°5. This reversal turns
the Ekman transport toward the coast and thereby "shuts off' the upwelling
6ff Somalia (see Fig 6-2a), off Oman (see Fig 6-2f), and off southern India (see
Fig 6-3b).
li However, south of the equator, the Ekman transport is in the opposite
il
direction with respect to the wind stress (90° to the left rather than to the right;
~~e eq. 2). Thus, south of the equator, the Ekman transport responding to the
~6uthward wind stress of the Northeast Monsoon is directed offshore from the
~can coast (i.e., in the direction favorable to upwelling).

I1 The wind stress intensity is rou~y com~arable and has quite similar
seasonal cycles off the coast of Tanzania (see FIg6-1, area J) and off northern
wozambique (see Fig 6-1, area K). However, because the magnitude of the
<;1oriolis parameter (in the denominator of eq. 2) decreases rapidly in very low
(~titudes, the general levelofEkman transport off Tanzania (Fig 6-4d) is nearly
~ce as large as that off northern Mozambique (Fig 6-4e).

I1 These are substantial CUI values, indicating a level of seasonal offshore
~kman transport certainly comparable, for example, with that in well-known
coastal upwelling systems such as those off Cape Frio, in Southeastern Brazil
(~) and off Portugal (3l). Even so, characteristic sea-surface temperature pat
terns indicative of large-scale wind-induced coastal upwelling do not seem to
be generally evident either off Tanzania or off northern Mozambique during
the Northwest Monsoon period in either climatologic sea-temperature pat
t~rns, available nutrient distributions, or satellite imagery.
; One possible explanation lies in the extreme seasonality of the region. The
s~bstantial offshore Ekman transports occurring in this part of the ocean
guring the Northeast Monsoon are, in fact, dwarfed by the more intense
8nshore Ekman transport of the opposite monsoonal period. This may so
¥eepen the thermocline and nutricline near this coast during the Southwest
~onsoon that upwelling due to the less intense offshore transport during the

li
I1

r
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Northeast Monsoon may not extend deep ehotighto·en1:r~:co~ler'nutrient.:.

~nricped thermocline waters. To phrasetllls.;ina~o~ii~~~t:ili~·.~.~~~§~~~tes
an estimate of the upward mass transportgr~o~~..~~';~2ttpn,:r()~'@le:EF~:
layer. If the Ekman layer does not extend to.the 0~hiiijoftlie:hottont'i:>t'the .
surface mixed layer, this upward transportm~ycarry'~iily:mbt~'d:layen~aters:

which have similar characteristics to thoseexisting at ihe~eaJ s\lrface.·In such a
case, no spatial patterns indicative of upwelling would be apparent and no
appreciable enriching effects of the upwelling would result. (Readers familiar
with the El Nifio phenomenon of the' eastern Pacific Ocean may recognize an
analogue in that El Nifio tends to depress the thermocline next to the coast in
a similar manner, either through a downwelling geophysical wave or, particu
larly off North America, through onshore Ekman transport produced via an
atmospheric teleconnection. Consequently, the coastal upwelling, which tends
to be even more vigorous than during non-El Nifio conditions, does not
produce the normal.surface cooling and nutrient enrichment. Thus, one might
say that the intense Southwest Monsoon forces the coastal ocean off Tanzania
and northern Mozambique into a perpetual "El Nine-analogue" state, in which
the upwelling during the opposite season is ineffective in modifying the surface
properties. )

An additional contributing factor may be the location near the downstream
end of the South Equatorial Current, which brings midocean tropical surface
water toward this coastal region. Thus, the upwelling and downwelling mecha
nisms discussed above may operate within a larger scale background of warm;
nutrient-impoverished upper ocean waters.

•
Southeastern Coast (Agulhas Current)

Along most of the eastern African coast south of the Zambesi River mouth
(-19°$), the wind-driven Ekman transport field tends to have an onshore
component throughout the year (Fig 6-4h). Thus, the sustained offshore Ek
man transport that would drive conventional wind-induced coastal upwelling
is largely lacking. Nevertheless, one frequently notices in satellite imagery
various features suggestive of upwelling, usually associated with capes and
seaward extensions of the continental shelf topography. One particular locus
for such patterns is the vicinity of Cape St. Lucia (-28SS). Similar features,
often suggesting plumelike structures being advected southward in the Agulhas
Current flow, are also often evident off Pt. Zavera (-24.5°5) and various similar
topographic protuberances of this coastline.

There are several mechanisms that might contribute to such topographi
cally induced upwelling. In poleward-flowing western boundary currents such
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as.the Agulli~s~4tr~nf,·fricti9riararag~reated.by the current flowing against
I . " . "", ":~:•.,,:,r '".' ,~; . ";"-':/:.-.•, '•. ' l.,: . • ,;~. " I', ~. . . • ."' "

tP.e shelf~dgeiIiilYJ~~d;·'()f.l.a:x,eStri#3~Jo<:alstale; to subgeostrophic flow (i.e.,

~ow ret~4e~·~9:~~~~~.~ii:th~f~~~8?a~.M~i~:~~e no longer balances the ambi-
~ntpressfue'forceW'a correspon'diligIyunbalanced onshore-offshore pressure.
~dient;andres41tilig%jri~h.Qf~;)tri#spqIii'iri,li";'bottom Ekman layer (32). The
~eeper~ater~·irloVll1g'siioteW~~d'o~ertb~cqntinental shelf floor may then be
mixed upward by-turbulence generated by bottom friction. Additional mecha
#isms that may be'in~olved include upwelling in small-scale eddies along the
~urrent edge (33), inte~actionsbetween coastal trapped waves and bottom
tppography (34), and effects of interactions of internal tides with the shelf
Breakand wind stress (35).

11 Southward of a point on the coast somewhat south of Durban, the waters
over the continental shelf become substantially cooler than those further off
il
shore. In large part, this is due simply to the offshore displacement of the high
~elocity core of the warm Agulhas Current flow that separates from the coastt this area. Moreover, the upward sea surface slope from the coast toward the
~igher standing, warmer, and somewhat less dense Agulhas Current surface
tater would tend to induce an inshore counterflow that could advect cooler,
~gher nutrient Atlantic surface waters northeastwardly along the coast. Even
~6, there are certain implications of local enrichment in this area that are
Jbnsistent with local upwelling.

11 For example, the folder of ocean color imagery distributed by NSF/NASA
(204) contains an impressive image (monthly composite for Apri11979) of a
l~rge plume of water of high chlorophyll content at this location, having a
Jhape definitely suggestive of advection in the Agulhas Current flow. The
~ighest indicated chlorophyll concentrations are definitely located next to the
Jbast and appear to spread from the upstream end of the plume. This indicates
lb upstream near-coastal source for the chlorophyll that, in turn, strongly
Jhggests locally enhanced primary production due to upwelling or other local
I
enrichment process, occurring along the zone of coast from about 32° to 34°S
latitude.

;1 At this point on the African coastline, one begins to encounter better
~~udied regions. Along the "Cape south coast" it is known that the predomi
~antly westerlywind flow is frequently broken, principally during summer by
.J~isodes of easterly winds (36). These events produce localized transient up
~ellings in the vicinity ofmajor capes, etc. (37-42). As the continental shelf
~dens to form the Agulhas Bank at the Southern extremity of the African
Jpntinent, other types of upwelling processes, including shelf-break upwelling
~rd upwelling driven by cyclonic vorticity patterns in the wind and current
flows (4,6,41) become increasingly important.

I
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However, nutrient enrichment due to upweiling,a.:nd~t~eiduiti~g·highra:teo{.
orimarv production, is evidently not the only deter~lri~ht'dffish '~tockpr~
ductiviry. Certainly, filter-feeding coastal pelagic fish.es';i't~~h·as iri.chovl~:s, sar

dines, and sardinellas are known to be inhabitants dfp'atticuhirlyprodtictive

regions of the ocean, such as the eastern boundary upweiling systems. How

ever, although high primary production may be a necessary condition for large

stocks of these fishes to develop, it is apparently not a sufficient condition.

For example. one could certainly guess many regions oflarge coastal pelagic

fish concentrations merely by looking at global-scale satellite ocean color im

ages and choosing regions of particularly high chlorophyll pigment concentra

tions. But in some cases, one would be wrong, and one would certainly be

mistaken on relative magnitudes. For example, on this basis, viewing the com

posite ocean coior images distributed by NSF/NASA (24), one would guess the

coastal pelagic fish populations off Peru to be smaller than those off California,

equatorial Africa, and even Venezuela, but it is well known that coastal pelagic

fish production off Peru is usually many times larger than the other three

regions combined. Likewise, one might :suess the very wide band of very

chlorophyll-rich waters off the Arabian Peninsula, mentioned in the previous

section. to be the habitat of particularly massive coastal peiagic fish ?opula

tions. But, as discussed in the introduction. this is not [he case.

The "Fundamental Triad"

Comparative studies of iish reproductive habitats have tended to identifv a

"fundamental triad" (4) ,)f three rnaior classes of processes that combine to

vield tavorable reproductive habitat for coastal pelagic fishes and also rnanv

other types of fishes:

1. Enrichment processes (upwelling, mixing, etc.);

2. Concentration processes (convergence, frontal formation, water coiumn

stability, ergociines, etc. i;

3. Processes favoring retention within (or drift .oward) appropriate habitat.

The importance of enrichment processes is quite widely appreciated .md is,

of course, the reason for initiating this article with a survey of the regionai

upwelling systems.

Perhaps less widely appreciated is the importance of concentration pro

cesses. For very small organisms, such :IS fish larvae and other important corn-
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(more saline and/or cooler)
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llponents of the ?lapi<to'nic;:d()d:Ne~,3ea,vv:ater represents quite a viscous fluid;
[maior energy expenditures.mav be.necessarv just to move from food particle

Ito food ?ar~icle."Thus, :,a~:g~'aIP?uIl~~,1t"~n'~r~!, needed for the rapid growth
i that is required for quick passage 'through the various size-related levels of
I " ,',. .. ..Iintense predation thatper,va:tie'thebce,~uiehyironment,may be expended in

!feeding activity, i'::::onseqi:ie~tly; uvailability ofprocesses whereby food particles
ilare concentrated tends to be vital, ,
I1 'I This is probably a majorreason why various types of interfaces, or ergociines
'I (43), tend to be sites of enhanced bioiogic activity in the ocean. These interfaces

.ttend either to maintain or to be maintained by mechanisms of concentration
I(4). Ocean fronts (Fig 6-5) are obvious examples. The importance of processes

1occurring in or near ocean fronts is suggested by the widespread attraction of

\

' fish and other marine animals to drifting obiects. The actual convergent water
motions associated with a front are urob;bl; too subtle to be directly-sensed by

\ -,.. ,Ipelagic organisms functioning in an environment devoid of fixed reference

I
jr--------------------------------~

I1

11r
11
11
'I

I
j
I :3~riaca ,

I! ~ront ;

:=igure 0-5. Schematic diagram of a frontbetween waters of differing density. Arrows inoicate
1densny-oriven flows associated 'Nith the front. 'Particle" symbols indicate planktonic

. !organisms capable of resisting vertical ulsolacernent, (Scaies are clstoneo: vertical scaleI]reatlyexpanded relative to horizontal: particles greatly magnified; surface 'Naves not to scale,
Ietc.) (Redrawn from Bakun A The California Current. 3engueia Current. and Southwestern
'IAttantic Shelf Ecosystems: :1comparative approach to identi~Jill9 factors reoulatinq oiomass
,fields. in: Sherman it Alexander i_lVI, Gold g, ads. i_arge Marine Ecosystems: Stress,
!Vlitigation, and Sustarnaoility Wasnington. !JC: ,J..MS. i 993:199-224.1

!
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ioints. :-::owever. .mrting objects .end to be carried into and, to accumulate

vitrnn rrontai structures, A.11 innate attraction to drifting.objects serves to

»osition the fish .virhin the zones of enhanced biologic activity and corre

rpondingly improved feeding conditions (4).

Conversely, turbulence is a dispersive process and so acts counterto con

centration processes. T:1US, intense turbulent mixing events have appeared to

be detrimental to larval survival by disrupting local food concentrations

(4~-i:S). Moreover, although extremeiv small-scale turbulence may actuallv act

like 1 concentration mechanism bv increasing the encounter rate of small

organisms with food particles i,'±9), experimental evidence indicates that such
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~jgure ii-oi. Schematic claqrarn of major reatures ot seasonal surrace circination patterns .n ,he
western lnctan Ocean. Jasnea contours celineare ~he :OO-m .soeleth. ~urQer)r smaller .:iZ8 Ji
mow symbols is tntenoec to rouohlv .noicate oreater r;r 'esser ;[ow soeeo. :Cl) Juring ~ne

Southwest Monsoon.
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:1: increase .n -=I:.(oume~: rate :n~v »e more ~h~nortsetby a decreasea mgestron
,~Ae, cossiblv jut: .o difficultiecsfri :jUc~;;ssfu~ ~Ul'suit 1,50).

11 The ,hirci~ac:or :n:t~e?lM'.}~·~~te~iiRrl.{~ife cycles of marine organisms
te:nd to inciude at leastone stdgeOf passive' larval drift. Thus, in a dispersive

dUid medium, loss of dlflvliks,tages Jron1' the population habitat rnav repre
sdht serious wastage ofrebrodd~ti;e':f,esoiIrce~'. '!~0~sequently, fish pop~lations
tehd to spawn in locatib~SlllU. se~s6'ns that minimize such losses (12,51).
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S~rTace Circulation in the Western Indian Ocean
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Several major features south of latitude lOoS ~ppear;to:ib-equitep~r~ist~ntr
throughout the year. These include the SouthEquatbria\l'Clll'I:~J}t;.wliiclrfl.ows: .

.westward through the region near 10 to .15°S laiitUde;'jh~:AWhasiGuJienl;,
" ':...,'.". ','~ .;".~,:.l."?1<"-."i. 'F .",--~

which flows southward toward the southern- extremity pfti1e"Afri~~coIiti,.
n~nti southward flow along the east side of Madag~uica.f;;'a:te9:clency-f6r;~a
clockwise gyre pattern north of Madagascar; and a gerietauy'cd~ftterclockWise
flow pattern within the Mozambique Channel. .

North of the equator, the seasonal reversal of the Somali Current dominates
the circulation pattern. There also generally seems to be-a flow reversal off
southwestern India. Thus, the flow pattern around the periphery of the Ara
bian Sea during boreal summer (Southwest Monsoon) is clockwise. However,
during boreal winter (Northeast Monsoon), there is a counterclockwise ten
dency, with perhaps a segment of clockwisetendency in the very far north. The
interior flowsof the Arabian Sea during the Northeast Monsoon seem to be an
irregular mixture of reversed superficial flows responding to the seasonal wind
reversal and persisting remnants of deeper baroclinic flow features produced
under the more intense summer monsoon conditions.

Reproductive Habitat for Coastal Pelagic Fishes

In summary, the western Indian Ocean evidently contains regions of particu
larly intense seasonal enrichment, both from upwelling and undoubtedly also
from mixing due to the action of the intense monsoon winds on the sea surface
and to the turbulence generated by the intense current shears -and friction
against the ocean bottom in shallow regions. However, mixing acts directly
contrary to the second element of the triad, concentration. Also, the very
strong current flows and wind-driven surface transport may act to defeat the
third element, retention.

"Optimal Environmental Window"

A remarkably consistent finding in recent empirical studies of recruitment
success of small coastal pelagic fishes is the existence of an "optimal environ
mental window" (55) with respect to wind intensity. When modern nonlinear
empirical methods (56,57) have been applied to the historical time series of
marine wind observations and recruitment estimates for the Peruvian an
choveta, the California sardine, the California anchovy, the Moroccan sardine,
and the Senegalese and Ivorian sardinellas (55,58), the outcome has been the
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consistent1ydoined~shap.edopuma1..eriYif6·~iriental window result: (Fig:'6:'7),

where ~eprpduc~,,~~u~S~§S',!~.~4~ }~inip'~qye.~~t intermediate wind speeds but
to degrade.\Vljeri:thec4af~~~ris#c;:wmaip.t~nsities become either too high.or
too low. Astu(fy'bfth~<"C~ilitorrli~~'s'a;atn:~';b)FWare and Thomson (59), using

~lightlydiff'e~~ntiiietho~bioBies,'Y1elde4'i:~ilitilardome-shaped' relationship'.
j! Interpretation offli~'dptini31~ri\iir()hrrt~iltalWindow in terms of the fun
damental tri~d of enrichment; concentratioh, and retention appears to be
straightforward: The control on the "lowwind" side can be explained as a lack
of sufficient enrichment of the trophicsystem by either wind-induced up
welling ormixing. The control on the "high wind" side could be a combination
of the adverse impacts on the retention element of the triad due to the resulting
~xcessive offshore transport and on the concentration element due to overly
~tense turbulent mixing that could disperse fine-scale concentrations of ap
propriately sized nutritious food particles (44-46), inhibit basic photosynthetic
production by mixing phytoplankton cells beyond their "critical depth"
(60,61), or impair a larva's ability to physically capture prey (50).
li
11
d
'it

OPTIMAL
ENVIRONMENTAL

WINDOW

WEAK

- 6 m5'"

MODERATE

WIND INTENSITY

STRONG

~Igure 6-7. "Optimal environmental window" relationship between wind intensity and
r~productive success in upwelling regions. (Redrawn from Cury P, Roy C. Optimal
environmental window and pelagic fish recruitment success in upwelling areas. Can J Fish
Aquat Sci 1989;46:670-680.)
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welling systems seem to be bound in a "niidintensitylev~Lttad~~ff~' sitUat!:0rr~~I\.

among the triad elements, which are in baskoppositi9~jIi:~ S~fei'UJ,lWelling: -"
systems (4). Although the fish may feedwell as. relativelystrongly sWlmming,
filter-feeding adults, because of the particularly high.prii:TI~ Pro9uctiyitY of ..
these systems, survival of their early stages may be.severely-lifnited by the'other .
two triad elements.

In addition to the consistency in its general domed shape, the optimal
environmental window result has been remarkably consistent in its indication
of the ideal magnitude of seasonal wind conditions, repeatedly being found
centered very near a mean seasonal wind value of 5 to 6 ms-1 (55,58). Thus, a
mean seasonal wind value of 5 to 6 ms" would seem to be the point at which
the detrimental effects of an increased general level of wind intensity on the
other triad elements begins to predominate over the positive effects of in
creased enrichment. Moreover, from a study based on seasonal-geographic
comparative studies rather than on time series analysis, Royet ar (62) pointed.
out that the observed spawning habits of small pelagic fish stocks off north
western Africa fall into a pattern wherein the spatial locations of spawning.
grounds appear to particularly optimize larval retention, whereas the seasonal
aspects of spawning appear to be tuned in a way that particularly limits expo
sure to turbulent mixing of the water column; the value of seasonal mean wind
that was found to be limiting is again about 5 to 6 ms-1.

Wind-Induced Turbulence Levels
•

The rate of input of turbulent kinetic energy to the ocean by the wind is
roughly proportional to the third power, or "cube," of the wind speed (63).
When climatologies of "wind speed cubed" have been compared with spawn
ing habits oflarge populations of pelagic-spawning clupeoid fishes distributed
around the world (9,10,31,64), a consistent pattern has tended to emerge such
that the spawning habits are tuned seasonally and geographically in a way that
minimizes the probability of encountering substantial wind mixing of the
upper ocean. In fact, spawning habitats of these fishes are generally located
where the seasonal average "w3" index (or wind speed cubed) does not exceed
250 m3 s-3 (6), except in cases where massive freshwater input or major
overflow ofone water mass by another may sufficiently oppose the breakdown
of water column stability by wind action. Considering that the mean of the
cubes of the actual observed wind speeds must be somewhat larger than the
cube of the mean wind speed, this 250 m3s-3 value conforms remarkably well
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to the' S'to, 6.m~:"1 Iimiting \::alu.efuatw;1s:identified in the' optiinal environ-
! mental w,inQQw;.studies c~t.ed in·:ilje:.pci-e'viPl1~·paragraph. . .;,

11 SomaJi c:Jr'~~~i':~~:~;-' ~:;:. --.,':~~> .;·.~~~6,;~~:,:~:,,'~-' _.
li :."', ,::'<-!'/},5"'.·,;:.},;;.",·,}' ,':':, . -. ,-
I: If one compares the: ch'ir~tteri~n~':~al~es of the wind-cubed index in the
Lvarious areas defined ID Figure 6-1, it is clear that in the Somali Current areas,
1the values tend to greatly ~ceedthe 2S0-m3 s-3limit during the Southwest

Monsoon upwelling season (Fig 6-8a). Thus, the concentration factor of the
"triad" would seem to be very adverse, and the third component of the triad,

.'retention, needs little additional discussion. Pelagic eggs and larvae of fish that
; spawn near the upwelling zones of the Somali Current are in for a 200- to
li300-km/day "ride" toward an entirely different region of the Ocean. Thus, at
li the season when the enrichment factor is evidently highly favorable, the other
lltwo factors of the "triad" would seem to be extremely unfavorable along the
liwestern and northern coastlines of the open Arabian Sea. Although major r

; semipermanent eddy systems such as the Somali eddy and Socotra Eddy (see
!!Fig 6-6) may help to recirculate at least some larvae within the region, the
.~!system would seem to be an extremely dispersive one in which small organisms
isuch as fish larvae may have difficulty finding sufficiently efficient feeding
[conditions to support the rapid growth needed for adequate survival rates.

111,

IISouthwest India
1I
iI
l!However, as one follows the Somali Current flow around the periphery of the
ljArabian Sea,one arrives at the coast of India and an apparently more favorable
Ipossibility. Recall the hypothesis, developed earlier in this article, that the
[seasonal upwelling effects off the Malabar coast are a propagated response to
the wind-driven offshore Ekman transport occurring some distance to the
south off Cape Cormoran. In such a case, the fish are benefiting from an
upwelling cycle that peaks in June (see Fig 6-3b). This propagating upwelling
signal continues to be substantial from July to October. This also happens to
Ibe the period of the year when spawning activity of the Indian oil sardine,
l~ardinella longiceps, is most prevalent (26). '
i The turbulent mixing index near Cape Cormoran, where this upwelling
lwouldhave its wind-generated origin, is substantial during most of this period,
:fi.nally fallingbarely below the 250 m3 s-3limit in October (Fig6-8b). However,
:~ff the Malabar coast, where the resulting enrichment occurs, the turbulent
~ixing index has already approached this limit by August, falling well below it
!i
I:

11
il
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Figure 6·8. Seasonal cycles of "w3" turbulent mixing indices for the various areas identified in
Figure 6-1, produced as averages by month of the cube (third power) ofwind speeds available
in the historical files of maritime reports. Units are m3 S-3. !'Jote that the scales vary among the
four graphs. The area ofeach graph representing index values less than 250 m3 S-3, where
comparative studies have identified favorable conditions for reproductive success of small
coastal pelagic fishes, are shaded.
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during the folloWing'inOi1th~'{~~ally ~e~g~~gnificantly above the-limit only'
for the .tw,o';4~hfus,qUuh~'1'an4;;Jt4Y;4\iii~g~thfentire year).

ii Bythe t4rie:;itli~¥t~~~h~a $d~~*~.~h11::tdia;~theSomali Current flow is much-
1\ ::,' '~::~:··:·..>'·i_.~.~::';_,.,·; (;,.,~~ i'_.·/"_~·,1:~. ·.h~·· _~I~:',:\~~r:,':V:~:>r'- .: :

less intense and; has developed a 'more diffuse, meandering tendency (20).
If - _:,'~ ," ,-_,. __,.::.-~_ .. _~ ".....: - ":... --;-\ ;. '~"."'''~ ,.-,.'" _' <"S,

characteristic :ofeastern'.;oceaIi'cS!~st¥ ~rP'Y.e1J.ihgsystems. Moreover; the local
~d-driven6ffshore transpoii~S>';filil}dmil~f(see Fig 6-3a). Thus, the Indian
11 . . .' -.' ..."., - .

~il sardine, which supports the western Indian Ocean's largest coastal pelagic
~shery (annual landings fluctuating in the area of200,OOO metric tons in recent
years), spawns in relatively mild offshoretransport and wind-driven turbu
lence regimes ofa tropical coastal upwelling system. Such spawning during the
upwelling season is a recurrent pattern noted in other eastern ocean, low
latitude pelagic fish stocks (62).

I1

Gulf ofAden
:1
}\
Likewise, the southern coast of the Gulf of Aden would appear to offer another
form of an acceptable triad configuration. Within the Gulf of Aden, the char
~cteristic turbulent mixing index values (see Fig 6-8b) are at or below the
limiting value during the entire year, except for the two-month Iuly-August
period. Substantial local coastal upwelling would appear to occur at the south
toast throughout most of the remainder of the year (see Fig 6-3c). In addition,
there is an apparent tendency for enclosed gyre circulations to form within the
(5ulf (see Fig 6-6) (20,54). Thus, a favorable set of enrichment, concentration,
fud retention processes would appear to characterize the south coast of the

I
Gulf ofAden, except during the height of the Southwest Monsoon. During the

I1

Southwest Monsoon, there are winds favorable for coastal upwelling along
:1
the north coast of the Gulf (see Fig 6-3c), but this seems to be accompanied by
11

~ relatively high intensity of wind-induced turbulent mixing (see Fig 6-8b).

Madagascar

The coastal upwelling that may occur off southern Madagascar is apparently
~ccompaniedby quite high levels ofwind-induced turbulent mixing (Fig 6-8c).
Sj)ff western and northern Madagascar, the levels of turbulence generation
*,ould seem to be much lower (see Fig 6-8c). However, as discussed earlier, the
tipwelling that may occur in these areas would seem to be quite weak.

~anzania, Mozambique, Natal
I1

ii
lpuring the Northwest Monsoon upwelling season off Tanzania (see Fig 6-4d)
~d northern Mozambique (see Fig 6-4e), the index ofwind-induced turbulent
,I

I1
li
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nixing tends to be within the 250 m3s-3Iimit(Fig ~~8d).How~Yer;~note&ea;r:.·
ier.there is little indication of significant upwe11lligs~~riih~s~rfcice"'WatepJ:'iop~ "

~rties.As discussed earlier, this might be due to the'~X~~~:~W~g4p~i~'a~~~.of'
he coastal convergence that occurs during the oPP9~~te'fuons.oon seas,·on:.,'c/:,.,
, The area of coast that looks most promising -is:"a!'reproductiye'J'la,bitatfqr
,mall pelagic fishes is the large coastal bight off theSofala Bank OfM6iarilbiqU'e'
.see Fig 6-1, area L) where our computations indicate characteristic wind,
mixing values slightly exceeding the 250 m3 s-3 criterion. However, low data
density in the region has caused us to use a summary area that extends well out
of the bight where the exposure to the large-scale oceanic winds is greater than
in the bight interior. Undoubtedly, there are areas deeper within the bight
interior where the characteristic wind mixing values are much lower.

This coastal bight area has many of the characteristics of the most common
type of sardine spawning habitat, being a coastal bight located downstream of
a zone of wind-driven offshore transport of surface waters, where the coastal
topography may serve to shelter the interior of the bight from strong wind
induced mixing and where an enclosed gyre circulation may help to retain
pelagic eggs and larvae. Given that the offshore transport drives substantial
upwelling-related nutrient enrichment (a fact that seems uncertain in this case;
see above), there exists a spatial gap between the enrichment factor of the triad
and concentration and the retention factors, which are linked through the
large-scale alongshore advection. This spatial displacement, with organisms
being advected with the flow experience as a temporal lag, allows the triad
factors to be mutually supportive rather than in opposition (4,6).

In fact, the configuration of the "Sofala Bight" is very similar to that of the
"Southeastern Brazilian Bight" (Fig 6-9) of eastern tropical South America,
which has supported a major sardine (Sardinella) fishery for many years, with
annual landings that initially grew rapidly to a peak of 228,000 metric tons in
1973, falling off thereafter to level of near 120,000 to 140,000 metric tons (65)
that was maintained until 1986. Major differences include the fact that in the
Brazilian case there is a definite local upwelling center (Cabo Frio-Cabo Sao
Tome), where the surface characteristics of an upwelling zone are clearly
apparent, just upstream (equatorward) of the bight. Even so, the seasonal
cyclesof chlorophyll look rather similar in the two different bight areas (see Fig
6-9). This leads one to at least suspect that a significant small pelagic fish
component could find acceptable spawning habitat within the Sofala Bight,
perhaps in waters too shallow for detection by large acoustic survey vessels.

Further south, in Maputo Bay and along the Natal coast, the characteristic
wind mixing values rise to well above the 250 m3 s-3limit (seeFig6-8d) that ap
pears to favor successfulspawning ofsubstantial coastal pelagicfish populations.
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Figure 6-9. Multiyear composite mean monthly (January and July) distributions of sea surface
chlorophyll pigment inthe areas of the Sofala Bight of Mozambique and of the southeast
Brazilian Bight produced from Coastal Zone Color Scanner satetllte-data (For latitude reference,
Rio de Janiero is situated at23°S, Beira at20oS, and Maputo at26°S latitude.)

:1

H~bitat for Large Oceanic Pelagic Fishes
'I
""n

Ajthough the reproductive problems for small coastal pelagic fish species have
!l

evjdently contributed to the uncommonly low coastal fisheries production
al~ng the western edge of the Indian Ocean, fisheries on large oceanic pelagics
(rilnas, etc.) are substantial and lucrative. We may turn to the fundamental1d to offer some speculative reasons for this.
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As indicated in the earlier sections. the coaStll1;areastli~s]jo'uI\I'~:most --1
',' ,.' . ',"',""'.' ,r'" " '~

favorable with respect to the enrichment fact(?'('"(~,~g:,~:W,~,Sy"()hg'90as~)iP-: ." ,'j;

welling zones of the Somali Current) a~~;4u~':i~:~~~~fbn~e~tJrbu,I~nt..mj~Dg . .,::~ .'
and offshore transport that accompanies the.'\lp~e~g'r:pt~c~~~,,"'~xtremelY"
unfavorable with respect to the other two factb'fs, c~nc~*h~tiori,an<rretention. '
Thus, the high primary production is quicklY'S\Wept bffshore: and'brbadly . ,_
dispersed. Many types of small organisms that feed at the lowest trophic.levels
may have great difficulty in maintaining endemicpopulations against the
incessant massive losses of individuals from the coastal area. Accordingly,
much of the production may arrive offshore in a relativelyunutilized state. This
massive injection of unoxidized organic matter undoubtedly is one of the
factors determining the verylow dissolvedoxygen concentrations found within
and below the thermocline in the northern Arabian Sea (20,66).

The offshore areas of the western Indian Ocean are the habitat of wide
spread, highly dispersed populations of myctophids (lanternfish) and other
small mesopelagic fishes. These are apparent beneficiaries of the offshore ex
port of coastal production. These fishes have life-cycle strategies distinctly
different from those of the coastal pelagics. They are diffusely distributed in
less productive environments, evidently trading off lower growth rates for
relatively mild predation rates, not expending energy in horizontal migration
or in holding geographic position but rather relying on vertical migration
within the verticallyvariable horizontal flow structure to avoid being swept en
masse out of an ocean area, and relying on the food concentration mecha
nisms inherent to various interfaces (e.g., strong thermocline gradients, the sea
surface, frontal structures, etc. [4]) to yield adequate feeding-efficiency to
support their comparatively "low-energy" life style. These small fishes, as well
as invertebrate organisms using similar strategies, apparently are opportune
prey for large pelagic predator fishes such as tunas, which are able to use the
hydrodynamic advantages of their large size to efficientlycruise and feed along
these interfaces.

Tuna, however, unlike mesopelagic fishes, use distinctly "high-energy"
strategies at all life-cycle stages. Thus, tuna also may require their special
variants of the fundamental triad to provide sufficiently rich food concentra
tions to support the voracious feeding and rapid growth of their early stages.
Bakun (4) presented examples ofhow such triad arrangements might function
in the spawning grounds of the Pacific albacore and the Atlantic bluefin tuna
populations. Here we adapt aspects of those scenarios to the situation of the
western Indian Ocean.

The locations of the maxima in the mean wind stress patterns during the
opposite monsoon seasons are diagrammed in Figure 6-10. A persistent maxi-
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I1 mum,~ the ,s:a-,~t%~~e. ~4~s~ress~ Beld'tl~arks the demarcation betw~en a
ii closelylin1<~~;:::S~ll,;e!~~;,yf;a,4J~<:~nt a:~eas .ogiivergenceand convergence In the
I1 surface~kmaD.tr<ws,p0I:t~;fi~l~, (Fig:~-;;p}(' bp the left side (when facing down
I' windl-inthe ndrtfr~fu',hemlsphere:;an:d ob. the right side in the southern
j ." """"" ",';, , ..' " :'! hemisphere,',ilieEl9ftan:,'tran~port is';4irect~d toward the line' of maximum

, tstress ai1dincreaset~'niagniihde as·a.lstarke from the line diminishes. Thus,
;! the Ekman transport field:is diverging as it approaches the line of maximum
i: stress. As the water, carried in the Ekman transport field crosses the line of

maximum stress, the Ekrnan transport begins to steadily lessen in magnitude,
,and so the water is converging on that side.
, The result is upwelling and corresponding enrichment on one side of the
li wind stress maximum and convergence, downwelling, and surface frontal
il formation on the other-in sum, a very closelylinked coupling of the enrich
llment and concentration elements of the triad. We have discussed the rapid
ljintensmcation of the Ekman transport field as the equator is approached. In
jinear equatorial regions, there can be very intense Ekman divergence and con
llvergence even at rather low wind intensity. Consequently, this enrichment
iiconcentration couple acts in the absence of a correspondingly intense level of
;\windmixing that would tend to disperse concentrated food patches.
-i'

it An additional coupled enrichment-concentration process may also operate
iiin such a situation. The respective zones of divergence and upwelling and of
l'convergence and downwelling overlie corresponding zones of doming and of
Idownwarping of the subsurface density structure. Because of the resulting
1inclination of the density structure, surface geostrophic current jets often
lunderlie strong wind stress maxima (compare Figs 6-6 and 6-10). These jets
Iltend to produce eddy vortex action due to lateral friction. The dynamic pro
I!cesses involved in frictional formation of cyclonicvortices (counterclockwise in
:~e northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere) result in
:~pwelling (enrichment) in the cores ofthe vortices (Fig6-12). Vortices rotating
in the opposite sense produce convergence (i.e., a mechanism for concentra
tion of organisms able to resist sinking with the slow downwelling within the
eddy core). Moreover, the incremental deceleration of the larger scale flow by
,Ws frictional action represented by these vortices has the effect of reducing the
lboriolis force that acts to maintain the sea-surface slope transverse to the
!l:urrent. This reduction in Coriolis force allows the higher standing, lighter
taters to move down the slope to encroach on and mix with the heavier waters,
iforming a mixed water mass of greater density that flows under the lighter
i~pslope surface water. This sinking motion between surface waters ofdifferent
:aensities acts to produce a surface frontal zone and the associated concentra
~ion mechanism displayed in Figure 6-5.

\1
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a

SW Monsoon

Figure 6·10. Mean positions ofseasonal wind stress maxima inthe western Indian Ocean
(abstracted from the charts ofHastenrath and Lamb [18]): (a) during the Southwest Monsaon.

•

So one might construct a mental picture of cyclonic eddies in the vicinity
of a strong current jet taking the form of moving "nutrient fountains" con
tinuously injecting dissolved plant nutrients into the photosynthetic layers.
Outside the cycloniceddies, the zone of ocean in which the eddies are imbed
ded is generally convergent (due to the frictional breakdown of geostrophy
and to anticyclonic eddy action). Here, a density-driven subflow, transverse to
the flow of the current jet, acts to carry the enriched surface waters and their
entrained planktonic food web toward convergent ocean fronts wherein the
entrained organisms are concentrated (see Fig 6-5). This enrichment-concen
tration couple in turn operates within a wind-driven Ekman transport field in
which surface water is being carried, again transversely to the flow of the
current jet, from an area of Ekman divergence on one side of the wind stress
maximum to an area of convergence on the other side (and, by the way,
moving from the side of the underlying current jet where cyclonic eddies
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Figure 6·10. (continued) (b) During the Northeast Monsoon.

I1

I1

s~6uld predominate toward the side where convergent anticyclonic eddies
s~i6uld predominate). Thus, we have two nested, mutually supportive sets of
coupled processes of initial enrichment and subsequent concentration, one set
directly driven by the wind and the other by the underlying geostrophic cur
rent jet.

" Thus, from the point of view of physical enrichment and concentration
rri~chanisms, this would seem to be quite an advantageous situation in which
weak-swimming early life stages have an elevated probability of being carried
t91 and collected in zones of concentrated food distributions, where they may
experience the accelerated growth rates needed to survive in substantial num
bJ~s through the numerous levels of size-dependent predation existing in
nibne ecosystems. In addition, young tuna seem to have their nursery habitat
v~hr much to themselves. Populations of fishes that might potentially prey on
e~hy life stages of tuna or have early stages that might in some way compete1rearly life stages of tuna are relatively lacking. Under such circumstances,

!I
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Figure 6·11. Diagram of zones of Ekman convergence and divergence on either s~de ofawind
stress maximum. Relative magnitudes are indicated by differences in lengths ofthe vector
symbols. (Reproduced by permission from Bakun A. Patterns inthe ocean: ocean processes
and marine population dynamics. San Diego, CA: University of California Sea Grant, in
cooperation with Centro de Investigaciones Biol6gicas de Noroeste, La Paz, Baja California Sur,
Mexico, 1996.)

where other types ofprey fishes may be relativelyabsent, young tuna effectively
may build their own trophic pyramid, with faster growing individuals canni
balizing smaller ones. In this way, surviving tuna larvae are able to gain access
to the trophic energy gathered by much larger numbers of less fortunate
members of the same cohort.

A major reason that other types of fish are relatively absent in the tuna
nursery grounds is that in such an area of strong current jets, they may have
great difficultieswith the third element of the triad, population retention. Tuna
grow to very large size and moreover take particularly efficient advantage of
size-related hydrodynamic advantages. Accordingly, tuna are largely able to
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Fi~ure 6-12. Upwelling occurring inacyclonic eddy. Centrifugal and Coriolis forces due to the
water motions are directed outward from the vortex center. In equilibrium (quasl-qeostropnic
bal~nce), these are counteracted by inwardly directed pressure forces due to upwelling of
de~per waters ofgreater density within the vortex core. (Reproduced by permission from
Ba.kun A. Patterns inthe ocean: ocean processes and marine population dynamics. San Diego,
CA! University ofCalifornia Sea Grant, in cooperation with Centro de Investigaciones Biol6gicas
deiNoroeste, La Paz, Baja California Sur, Mexico, 1996.)

11

'!
solve their population retention needs by shear swimming power of the adults.
In addition, tuna have migratory behaviors that make use of large scale current
flows (67). Thus, it might be said that the population retention area (51) of a
tuna species might have dimensions approaching those of the ocean basin
i~~lf. Smaller less migrationally capable fishes, such as might be important
p~kdators or competitors in other regions of particularly favorable combina
tiJ~s of the triad elements, would tend to be precluded from the tuna nursery
ar~as by their inability to solve element three of the triad (4).

If The smaller fish and invertebrate species that do manage to inhabit the tuna
n I sery areas must generally be strong vertical migrators to counter advective

d
removal, This makes them available for predation by large adult tunas. Thus,

thte species may serve the function of carrying the production of the upper
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iyers to the. deeper layers inhabited by the large.t~ri,a.YouhgJl.\f1astages.ion

he other hand, are able to rise to the surface laYciriwhet~;;;~~~~j~rgergm
urf~ce to body volume ratios than older, largerihdtWdlhirs~'tIf~;~ctl'~'able'to
icquire adequate oxygen to meet metabolic nee~smw~rMefs5ffac~·~~ters.
Surface area tends to vary as the second ppwe'roi bqd'y leri:~Ii/wh~rcits body
rolume, and thus body mass, varies as the' third power ofbbdy'.lerigth. Thus,
.urface-to-volume ratios decrease with increasing body length and so larger
ish have greater difficulty acquiring adequate oxygenthan smaller fish having
:hesame general body form [68]. And because they are freed from the necessity
forvertical migration by their avoidance of the requirement for local retention,
they can remain relatively separated by depth level from cannibalistic preda
tion by the parental stocks of larger adults [4].)

Becausethe northern"core" lines of maximum wind stress (shown crossing
the Arabian Sea in Fig 6-10) overlie extremely low dissolved oxygen concentra
tions within the thermodine of the ocean, these northern zones would appear
to be less favorable spawning grounds for the large tuna species (yellowfin,
Thunnus albacares; bigeye, T. obesus; and albacore, T. alalunga) than for the
much smaller skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis) that may be better able to meet
adult metabolic oxygen needs in warm ocean surface waters (66,68). Conse
quently, the southern hemisphere maximum wind stress lines (see Fig 6-10)
may delineate the better reproductive areas for the large tuna species, particu
larly the more temperate bigeye and albacore.

In summary, several environmental factors-the rapid export and disper
sion of incompletely used production from the near-coastal ocean, the strong
monsoonal wind circulations, and the associated prevalence of strong current
jets-may underlie a more complex set of ecologic processes affecting trophic
enrichment, concentration of food distributions, and advection of weakly
swimming organisms. These processes may combine to shift the ecologic bal
ance of the oceanic region of the tropical western Indian Ocean toward the
unique, highly evolved life-cycle strategies of tunas to a sufficient degree to
account for the extraordinary predominance of this species group in the fishery
landings of the region.

Somali Current LME

We have presented certain quantitative data in the form of summaries of
maritime wind observations formulated as indices of wind-induced coastal
upwelling (see Figs6-2to 6-5) and rate of addition of turbulent mixing energy
to the ocean by the wind (see Fig 6-8). Seasonal cycles of the magnitudes of

, .

-9 r-

'i' ;
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these·'indi(;es;havep~'e#:CbI~M~.~gd'~qng diffirent locations within the south

western IJ;l'dianO~e~p:I:'~giqr:!'!1!~ffi~:.~b!J;1p~~bie indices available from some
'\'/ _~,' ,;" '-"'_~',l ,.J~.':,~/,·.7~~;:"'-,~c·::~~~<"·""·1~<':"~;.'_>'~·"__ -':i " " '?::, , . \

better knQ~Itr;MEs'):T!i~;~QTP#i~~h~~'~o:ml)ined withother available knowl-
edge, have 'allowedhs';id!;'pi6'pdie'ligfu~;hypathe'tlcal rationalizations for some

of ~e .un~q~~ a~P·e~t$,bf;iliiS~~gf~~.,i':~):'~i~··;";·\'·,-~· -_ -
''we maY-<':(>Iisid,er,Whe1#~f"tl1~:s~..;;(adinittedli speculative) rationalizations

may be ofhelp in refiningour ide~s as to the appropriate definition of the LME
structure of the Indian Ocean off the coast of Africa. There are two major
current systems offthe African coast, the seasonally reversing Somali Current
and the poleward Agulhas Current. Biologically, both would seem to be rather
"le~' systems, with the strongest enrichment occurring toward the down
stream ends of particularly rapid advective "rides" (i.e., near the point where

I1

much of the resulting production exits the coastal system). This is not the ideal
pr~kession, in which movement would be from zones of enrichment toward
zoribs of concentration and retention.

lfn such circumstances, areas of relative retention such as the Gulf of Aden
H

and. the Sofala Bight of Mozambique may deserve special consideration. The
Gulf of Aden is well situated to be a retention zone, where enrichment from
the!Somali coastal upwelling could defuse into a less energetic environment in
wh~~h concentration and retention processes could become effective. The So
falalBight is more problematic with respect to enrichment by classic coastal
upwelling, but there is no doubt that substantial primary production does

.1

ocqh.r (see Fig 6-9). These two zones, where endemic populations may be
relihvely maintainable on the long term, may serve as valuable sources of"seed

11
stock" for the more dissipative segments of the regional ecosystems.

~f so, the implication is that the Gulf ofAden may constitute a key compo
nerit of the Somali Current LME system. Thus, consideration should be given
to rAaking it an integral part of any Somali Current LME management scheme.
Th~: situation of the Sofala Bight of Mozambique is more difficult to decide.
The large-scale current pattern (see Fig 6-6) may influence one to view it more
as ~i part of the southward flowing Agulhas Current LME system. However,
seasonal reversals and gyre eddy patterns within the Mozambique Channel
ensure that there is two-way communication also with the main Somali Cur
ren~lsystem, where its upstream location with respect to that uniquely powerful
adv~ctive flow might make this coastal bight area a particularly valuable seed
souftce for the downstream ecosystems. Additionally, the characteristic tem
persture range in the Sofala Bight is more comparable with that in the Somali
syst~m as a whole than to that in the Agulhas system where there exists a
sub~~antial downstream cooling tendency. It may therefore be useful, for con

s1tion and management considerations, to think of the Sofala Bight,and in

t
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